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Serial Learning by Rhesus Monkeys:
II. Learning Four-Item Lists by Trial and Error

Karyl B. Swartz
City College of the City University of New York

Shaofu Chen and H. S. Terrace
Columbia University

Three rhesus macaque monkeys were trained to produce novel 4-item lists (A -H> B —> C -+*• D) on which

all items were displayed from the start of training. Subjects were previously trained to produce 4-item

lists by adding one item at a time (A, A -> B, A —» B -> C, and A —» B -> C —> D; lists K. B, Swartz

ct al., 1991). Those lists could be mastered by responding to each new item last. To learn lists on which

all items were displayed from the start of training, subjects had to recall the consequences of errors and

correct responses to each item. Errors ended the trial; correct responses to A. B, or C allowed the trial

to continue. A correct response to D produced food reward. Although the probability of executing a

4-item list correctly by chance was .04, each subject mastered 4 novel 4-item lists by trial and error. The

ability of monkeys to use a trial-and-enor strategy to learn novel lists provides a basis for studying the

development of serial expertise in animals.

The experiment described in this article concerns the develop-

ment of serial expertise in monkeys, specifically, a monkey's

ability to memorize arbitrary sequences of arbitrary stimuli. Recent

research has shown that cebus apella(D'Amato & Colombo, 1988;

D'Amato & Colombo, 1989, 1990), Japanese macaques (Ohshiba,

1997), and rhesus macaques (Chen, Swartz, & Terrace, 1997;

Swartz, Chen, & Terrace, 1991) can learn sequences composed of

as many as five arbitrary stimuli. In the Swartz et al. (1991) study,

monkeys mastered eight successive lists, each composed of four

novel items. The ability of monkeys to learn that many lists make

them good candidates for experiments on the development of serial

expertise.

The lists trained in these studies were simultaneous chains

(Terrace, 1984). A simultaneous chain differs in many respects

from a successive chain, the traditional task used to train animals

to produce specific response sequences (Skinner, 1938). The basic
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difference between a simultaneous and a successive chain is the

manner in which stimuli are presented. All of the items of a

simultaneous chain are displayed continuously throughout each

trial. In addition, the location of each item is varied from trial to

trial to prevent subjects from learning the correct sequence as a

series of rote movements. The subject's task is to respond to each

item in a particular order, regardless of its spatial position. In a

successive chain, the subject encounters each cue successively,

and the position of the cues remains constant from trial lo trial

(e.g., the choice points in a maze).

During the execution of a successive chain, each correct re-

sponse produces a distinctive change in the subject's external

environment. Consider, for example, the following four-item suc-

cessive and simultaneous chains;

Successive chain; SA: RA -» SD: RB -» Sc: Rc —» S,_,: RD —• SB;

Simultaneous chain: SASBSrSn: RA -> RB -> Rr -> Rn -» SR.

In a successive chain, RA results in the disappearance of SA and the

appearance of SB. For example, if RA was a left tuni at the first

choice point of a maze (SA), the consequence of RA is the appear-

ance of the next choice point (SB), and the disappearance of SA. SB

also functions as a secondary reinforcer for RA and as a discrim-

inative stimulus for RB, Because only one discriminative stimulus

is present at each position of a successive chain, subjects could

produce such chains by learning a specific response to each stim-

ulus, rather than the ordinal relationships between successive

stimuli.

The external environment provides no information during the

execution of a simultaneous chain that could serve as a discrimi-

native stimulus for a particular response. Thus, following RA, no

information is provided that the next response should be RB (as

opposed to Rc or RD). The same is true at any of the other

transitions. In each instance, the subject must rely on a represen-

tation of its position in the sequence when moving from one item

to the next.
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The execution of a simultaneous chain can be illustrated by the

following hypothetical example. Imagine trying to enter your

personal identification number (PIN) number at a cash machine on

which the positions of the numbers were changed each time you

went to the bank. Suppose that your PIN number was 9-2-1-5. You

could not enter that (or any) PIN number by executing a sequence

of distinctive motor movements, that is, first pressing the button in

the lower right corner of the number pad to enter 9, then pressing

the button in the upper middle position to enter 2, and so on.

Instead, you would have to search for each number and keep track

of your position in the sequence as you pressed different buttons.

As difficult as it may seem to enter a PIN number on a cash

machine on which the numbers change positions, it would be

inordinately more difficult to discover the correct PIN number by

trial and error. With the exception that photographs were used

instead of numbers, that is precisely die task on which the subjects

of this study were trained.

On a simultaneous chain, any error terminates the trial. To learn

a particular list, subjects have to attend to the consequences of

different types of error at each position. For example, on a four-

item simultaneous chain (A —> B —> C —» D), there are 6 possible

forward errors, B, C, D, A -» C, A -> D, A --> B -> D; and three

possible backward errors, A ^ » B ^ * A , A ^* B —» C —» A, and

A —> B —> C —> B. Subjects also have to attend to the consequences

of correct responses. Each correct response to A, B, or C was

followed by brief auditor)' and visual feedback to indicate that the

response was detected. That feedback was nondifferential because

it provided no information as to the identity of the next item of the

sequence. For example, the feedback for responding to Item B

correctly provided no information that the next item was C (as

opposed to A or D). A correct response to D ended the trial with

a reward.

In all previous experiments on simultaneous chaining, lists were

trained incrementally because of the sheer difficulty of learning the

correct sequence by trial and error if all of the items were present

at the start of training. (Chen, Swartz, & Terrace, 1997; D'Amato

& Colombo, 1988, 1989, 1990; Ohshiba, 1997; Swartz et al.,

1991). Only Item A was presented at the start of training. The

remaining items were added one at a time whenever the subject

satisfied an accuracy criterion. Thus, a four-item list, A —» B —»

C —> D, would be trained in four phases, A, A —» B, A —» B —» C,

and A -> B -> C -> D.

For a naive subject, the chance probability of selecting the first

item of a four-item list correctly is .25. Because repeat responses

to the same item are not counted as errors (as they would when

entering a PIN number), p(B | A) = .33. Similarly, p(C A -> B)

and p(D A -> B -* C) = .33. Thus, the chance probability of

completing a four-item sequence correctly is .25 X .33 X .33 X

.33 = .009. The chance probability of executing a four-item list

correctly on two successive trials is less than .0001. In the face of

such daunting odds, one would expect responding to extinguish,

even if a subject occasionally completed the list correctly by

chance. Subjects who made such lucky guesses would have much

in common with the proverbial monkey who produced a line from

Shakespeare when given access to a typewriter. Neither monkey

could be said to know the sequence he produced.

In the Swartz et al. study, the relative frequency of backward

errors decreased after subjects mastered their first four-item list.

This suggests that subjects had learned to execute lists in a forward

direction. Once subjects have learned not to respond to a previ-

ously selected item, the probability of responding correctly to each

item of a four-item sequence by chance is .25 X .33 X .5 X 1.00 =

.04. Accordingly, the probability of guessing the correct sequence

on a new list increases by more than one order of magnitude, from

.009 to .04. To the extent that experienced monkeys could also

learn to reduce the relative frequency of forward errors, it seemed

possible to train the subjects of the Swartz et al. (1991) study to

learn new lists without the incremental method, that is, to rely

exclusively on a trial-and-error strategy to determine the correct

order of responding to items from a new list.

In this experiment, the subjects who served in the Swartz et al.

(1991) study were trained on new four-item lists on which the

incremental procedure was gradually eliminated. Training on the

first four-item list began with two items (A and B, rather than just

Item A). Three items were presented simultaneously from the start

of training on subsequent lists (A, B, and C). Finally, new four-

item lists were trained on which A, B, C, and D were presented

simultaneously at the start of training.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 3 male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatto}, Ruther-

ford, Franklin, and Dudley. They were, respectively, 10, 9, and 6 years old

at the start of the experiment. Each monkey was born and housed in the

primate facility of the New York State Psychiatric Institute. In addition to

the food they obtained during experimental sessions, subjects were fed a

mixed diet of primate chow (Prolab 26; Purina-Mills, Inc., St. Louis, MO),

high-protein bread, and various fruit. Subjects' weights were monitored

daily.

Rutherford and Franklin were trained in an earlier study to produce 8

four-item lists, each composed of novel photographs of natural objects

(Swartz et al., 1991). Dudley, who was not a subject of that experiment,

was trained to produce the same four-item lists on which Rutherford and

Franklin were trained. In each instance, lists were trained by the incremen-

tal method. Prior to the start of this experiment, Rutherford and Franklin

also served in an experiment on knowledge of an item's ordinal position

(Chen et al., 1997).

Apparatus

Subjects were tested in an experimental chamber, 48 cm wide X 53 cm

deep X 53 cm high, that was housed in a BRS/LVE (Silver Spring, MD)

sound-isolated booth, 97 cm wide X 97 cm deep X 127 cm high. The front

wall of the experimental chamber accommodated the picture tube of a color

video monitor (30.48 cm diagonal). Banana-flavored pellets (190 mg, P. J.

Noyes improved formula L; Noyes, Lancaster, NH) were dispensed by a

Gerbrands pellet dispenser.

Responses to each item were detected by a light-sensitive touch frame

(BFA Technology Inc.). The touch frame, which contained 32 horizontal

and 24 vertical infrared light-emitting diodes and detectors, sent a signal to

a computer whenever any of the infrared beams were interrupted. The

computer determined the location of each touch by calculating its coordi-

nates on a 512 X 400 pixel map.

List items were digitized images of color photographs of natural objects,

each measuring 150 X 120 pixels, 7.1 cm wide X 5.6 cm high, that were

obtained from magazines, books, calendars, and travel slides. Photographs

were used as list items (rather than colors or geometric forms) to provide

a large set of highly discriminable stimuli for generating lists of novel

items. No assumptions were made as to what a subject perceived in the

photographs (i.e., natural objects or discriminable collages of colored
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pixels; Herrnstein, 1985; Wasserman & Bhatt, 1992). Sample lists are

shown in Figure 1.

A transparent lexan template was placed between the front wall of the

experimental chamber and the touch frame to minimize the likelihood that

subjects would swipe the screen as they moved from one stimulus to

another. Swipes cause errors to the extent that one or more incorrect items

lay in the path between two correct items. The template contained nine

4-cm x 3.4-cm cutouts (in a 3 X 3 matrix). These corresponded to the nine

positions on the video monitor at which list items could appear.

Procedure

The procedure for training subjects to produce lists was the same as that

used by Swartz et al. (1991). Subjects were trained daily in 60-trial

sessions. Eaeh trial was signaled by a 2-s ready signal (a flashing house-

light). Trial duration was 20 s. Trials were separated by an intertrial

interval, whose duration ranged from 5-15 s, Each session began with two

warm-up trials. They were not included in the data analysis.

Brief visual and auditory stimuli were presented, following the first

correct response to each photograph (a 0.5-cm wide red border around the

photographs and a 1.200-Hz tone, each presented simultaneously for 0.3 s).

These stimuli provided feedback for the subject that monitor detected its

response. Two banana pellets were delivered following the correct com-

pletion of each sequence. Any error terminated the trial and was followed

by a 10-20-s time-out during which the house light of the experimental

chamber was extinguished. Neither the red border nor the auditory stimulus

was presented after an error. A failure to complete a trial within 20 s also

ended the trial with a time-out. Repeat responses (which occurred on fewer

than 1% of the trials) did not produce any feedback and were considered

correct if they occurred in the required order, for example, A —» B —* B —>

B -> C -> C -> D.

The configuration of list items was varied from trial to trial to ensure that

the list could not be executed as a rote motor sequence. Configurations

were selected randomly from the sets of two-, three-, and four-item

configurations that could be generated by using each of the 9 stimulus

positions on the video monilor: 72 [9!<9-2)] two-item; 504 [97(9-3)!]

three-item, and 3,024 [9!/(9-4>!] four-item configurations.

The elimination of the incremental method began with each subject's 9th

four-item list. Training on List 9 began with two items (A & B) rather than

a single item (A). As in the Swartz et al. (1991) study, the accuracy

criterion was the correct completion of 75% of the trials during two

successive sessions. That criterion determined when a subject was ad-

vanced from one phase of training to the next (e.g., on List L from A, —*

B, to A, -^B, -»(?! and from A, -» B, -»C, to A, -> B, -»•€, -»D,),

or to the first phase of training a new list (e.g., the A2 —» B2 phase of List

2). Consider, for example, training on Lists 9 (water —* grasshopper —»

rodent —» shells') and 10 (baby —> wolf-* grass —» apples). Training on

List 9 began with the first two items (water and grasshopper). If the subject

satisfied the accuracy criterion for the two-item phase of training on List 9,

training on List 10 began with three items (baby, wolf, and grass). If not,

training on List 10 began with the items baby and wolf. After a subject

satisfied the criterion on a list on which three items were displayed from

the start of training, four-item lists were trained on which all items were

displayed from the start of training.

Rutherford and Franklin were trained on 6 four-item lists on which all

items were present from the start; Dudley was trained on two such lists.1

Table 1 summarizes the list-learning histories of each subject and the

training procedure used in this experiment. The right-hand column shows

the probability of a subject executing a new list correctly by chance at the

start of training. These probabilities arc conservative in thai they reflect

subjects' prior experience in learning simultaneous chains. Specifically,

they assume that subjects have learned not to make backward errors.

Without that assumption, the probability of executing a new list correctly

by chance would be considerably lower, for example, on a four-item list it

would be .025 X .33 x .33 X .33 = .009.

Results

Each subject learned to produce at least 2 four-item lists, each

composed of novel and arbitrarily selected photographs, on which

all items were presented at the start of training. Prior to those lists,

subjects learned to produce 12-20 four-item lists. Those lists were

also composed of novel arbitrarily selected photographs. The

first 8 lists were trained by an incremental method whereby each

list item was introduced individually (A, A —*• B, A —> B —> C, and

A —> B —> C —> D). On subsequent lists, the incremental method

was gradually eliminated. New lists were introduced on which two

or three items were present from the start of training (A —> B and

A —» B —> C). On those lists, subjects had to use a trial and error

strategy during the inilial phase of training to determine the ordinal

position of each item. Specifically, they had to remember if a

response to a particular item at a particular position of the list

allowed the trial to continue or if it ended the trial. Subsequent

phases of training could be mastered by the strategy of responding

to a newly added item last. However, on the remaining lists, on

which all of the items were present from the start of training,

subjects had to determine the ordinal position of all items by trial

and error.

The number of trials each subject needed to satisfy the acqui-

sition criterion on each four-item list is shown in Figure 2.2 The

left-hand panel shows the number of trials needed on lists trained

with all phases of the incremental method. The middle panel shows

the number of (rials needed on lists trained with two and three

phases, and the right-hand panel shows the number of trials needed

on lists on which all four items were present from the start of

training.

The decrease in the number of trials needed to master lists on

which ihc incremental method was eliminated could reflect one or

both of the following factors: the experience of learning Lists 1-8

and a shift to a trial-and-error strategy as the incremental method

was eliminated. In an effort to assess the role of experience, a

control group would be needed thai learned as many lists by the

incremental method as the subjects in this experiment learned

without the incremental method. Because this experiment was not

designed to evaluate the relative contribution of each factor, we

focus on the development of a trial-and-error strategy to determine

the ordinal position of new list items.

Lists on Which Two Items Were Displayed From the Start

of Training

Only two-four sessions were needed to complete the A —> B

phase of training on new lists. This was not surprising in view

1 After mastering their second four-item list on which all items were

present from the start of training, Rutherford and Franklin served in an

experiment that evaluated their knowledge of the ordinal position of list

items {Chen et al., 1997). On completion of that experiment, Rutherford

and Franklin were trained on four new four-item lists on which all items

were present from the start of training.

2 Trials to criterion are complete trials, that is, trials that were terminated

by a reward because the subject produced the entire sequence correctly, or

trials that were terminated by a time out because the subject made an error.

An incomplete trial is one that was terminated by the failure to respond to

any of the items or to complete the required sequence in the allotted time.
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Table 1

Summary of Training Phases

Subjects

Dudley

Franklin

Rutherford

Dudley

Franklin

Rutherford

Dudley

Franklin

Rutherford

Dudley

Franklin

Rutherford

Number

of lists Phases of training

8 A-*B

8 A ^ B ->C -»D

1 A ̂ B ^C ->D

5

7 A -> B -> C=
4 A ^ B - » C - < D
2

6 A ̂  B ̂ . C ̂  Df

6

Chance level of accuracy during

first phase of training"

P(A) = 1.0

P(A) X p(B | A) = .5 X 1.0 = 0.5

P(A) X p(B | A) X p(C |B) = 0.33
X 0.5 X 1.0 = .17

P(A) X p(B A) x p(C B) X
p(D j C) = 0.25 X 0.33 X 0.25
X 1.0 = 0.04

a Chance accuracy was calculated under the conservative assumption that subjects made no backward errors and

that repeat responses to a particular item were not errors. b The number of lists each subject learned during

three-phase and two-phase training was determined by their performance during the first two sessions of training

on each list. If the accuracy criterion was satisfied, then the length of the next list was increased by one item

during the first session of training (see text fur additional details). c Four phases. d Three phases. c Two

phases. fOne phase.

of that fact that subjects had a 50-50 chance of responding

correctly to A. After choosing A, they could obtain reinforce-

ment by responding to B by default. Rutherford and Dudley

mastered the two-item phase on lists on which training began

with two items in two sessions, the minimum number of ses-

sions needed to satisfy the acquisition criterion. Franklin

missed satisfying that criterion on his first such list by one

trial.
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Figure 2. The number of trials needed to satisfy the accuracy criterion on lists trained by all phases of the

incremental method (left panel), on lists on which the incremental method was gradually eliminated (middle

panel) and on lists on which four items were displayed from the start of training (right panel). The data shown

for Franklin and Rutherford for Lists 1-8 are from Swartz et al., 1991.
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Lists on Which Three Items Were Displayed From the

Start of Training

As on lists on which two items are presented from the start of

training, subjects had to identify A by trial and error on lists on

which training starts with three items. After identifying A, how-

ever, subjects could no longer use a default strategy as a basis for

responding to B. Instead they had to determine the identity of B by

trial and error. On lists on which three items are displayed from the

start of training, subjects also had to learn not to make a backward

error (A -> B -> A).

With each new list, subjects became more proficient at deter-

mining the ordinal position of each item. On the first list on which

three items were displayed from the start of training, none of the

subjects exceeded the chance level of accuracy during the first 40

trials (17%). On the last such list, each subject surpassed the 80%

level of accuracy within the first 40 trials. The relevant data are

shown in Figure 3. A repeated measure ANOVA of accuracy

levels (List X Block) during the first 120 trials of the first and last

lists on which training began with three items yielded a significant

effect of list, F(l, 2) = 20.7, p < .05, of block, F(5, 10) = 4.18,

p < .05, but not of the interaction of those factors, F(5,10) = 1.92,

p > .1. Subjects' proficiency at mastering lists on which three

items were displayed from the start of training was also evident in

the steady decrease in the total number of trials needed to satisfy

the accuracy criterion for each new list. This is shown in Figure 4.

Linear regression coefficients fitted to each of the functions shown

in Figure 4 were significant in each instance (/ = 14.2, 7.5,

and 6.9, and p < .01; for Rutherford, Franklin, and Dudley,

respectively).

Subjects should be equally disposed to select A, B, or C as the

first item on lists on which three items were displayed from the

start of training. By contrast, a subject who was trained to learn the

sequence A —> B should select A reliably at the beginning of A —*

B —* C training. Both predictions were confirmed. The relevant

3-ltem Lists

RUTHERFORD

List 10

List 13

P D

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 S 6

Blocks of 20 Complete Trials

Figure 3. Accuracy of performance on lists on which three items were

displayed from the start of training. The dashed functions show accuracy

during the first 120 complete trials of the first list trained in this manner;

the filled functions show accuracy on the last 120 complete trials of the last

list trained in this manner.
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Figure 4. The number of trials needed to satisfy the accuracy criterion on

the three-item phase of training on lists on which three items were dis-

played from the start of training.

data are shown in Table 2. On List 9 (on which training began with

two items), each subject responded correctly to A during at least

87% of the first 30 trials of A -» B -» C training (Table 2, upper

panel). Only 1 subject (Rutherford) selected A at a greater than

chance level (87%) during the first 30 trials on which three items

were presented from the start of training (Table 2, bottom panel).

The range of the other 2 subjects was 10%-17%. The selection of

Items B and C was also highly idiosyncratic. For example, Ruth-

erford never chose B as the first item. Franklin and Dudley chose

B and C, respectively, on 77% and 67% of the first 30 trials.

Forward errors were much more frequent than backward errors

on lists on which training began with three items. This was true

even when allowance was made for the fact that there were more

Table 2

Choke of Initial Item During First 30 Trials of Phase 3

Rutherford Franklin Dudley

List 9 (Trained by successive phase method, starting with Phase 2)

.97

.03

.93

.07
.87
.10
.03

First list on which three items are displayed from the start of training3

.87

.13

.10

.77

.13

.17

.17

.67

* Rutherford's list was List 10, Franklin's list was List 12, and Dudley's list

was List 10.
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opportunities to make a forward error (B, C, A —» C) than a
backward error (A —> B —» A). The avoidance of backward errors
is of interest in that it provides evidence that subjects were learning
that lists had to be executed in a forward manner. Subjects lacked
that knowledge while attempting to master their initial lists. On
those lists, there was no difference in the relative frequencies of
forward and backward errors (Swartz et al., 1991).

The relative frequencies of forward and backward errors arc
shown in Figure 5. A two-way repeated measure ANOVA (Error
Type X Stage of Training) of the relative frequency of forward and
backward errors showed that there were more forward errors than
backward errors, F(\, 2) = 1734, p < .05, and that both types of
errors decreased significantly at the end of training on each list,
F(l, 2) = 23.4, p < .05. The interaction between these factors,
which was also significant, F(l, 2) = 15.23, p < .05, appears to
reflect a floor effect.

The low frequency of backward errors is also evident in the
conditional probability of responding to C following responses to
A and B. Figure 6 shows the conditional probabilities of a correct
response at each step of the sequence, in blocks of three trials,
during the first and the last lists on which training began with three
items (left- and right-hand panels, respectively). The conditional
probabilities of correct responses to individual items should not be
confused with the probability of correctly completed trials (the
product of the conditional probabilities). For example, even though
the conditional probabilities of a correct response to A, B, and C
by Rutherford during the first block of three sessions of Iraining on
List 1 were, respectively, .33, .80, and .50, he completed only 0.13
of the trials correctly.

The most striking feature of the functions in the left-hand panel
of Figure 6 is the initially high value of p(Rc \ RA -» RB). The

3-ltem
0.80^

c

5 °-40

cs
O
a!

0.20

0.00

Figure 5.
three-item
items. See

First 2 Sessions

Last 2 Sessions

Forward Errors Backward Errors

Type of

The probability of forward and backward errors during the
phase of training on lists on which training began with three
text for description of different types of errors.

2 4 6 8 1 0 2 4 6 8 1 0
Blocks of 3 Sessions

Figure 6. The probability of a correct response at each transition of an A.
B, C sequence on the first (left-hand panel) and the last (right-hand panel)
list on which training began with three items. On the first list, block size
is 15 completed trials. On the second list, block size is three completed
trials.

p(Rc RA —> RH) functions suggest that subjects responded to C by
default, having responded correctly to A and B. Figure 6 also
shows that Rutherford and Franklin never made a backward error
after the seventh block of trials. Dudley's performance at the third
step of the sequence was more variable but p(Rc | RA -^ RB) was
higher than the other conditional probabilities. Two-way repeated
measure ANOVAs (Transition X Training) for each subject con-
firmed that there was a significant effect of transition [Rutherford:
F(2, 18) = 6.37, p < .01; Franklin: F(2, 18) = 13.94, p < .01;
Dudley: F(2, 18) = 6.45, p < .01], and that there was significant
effect of training for Franklin and Dudley [Franklin: F(l,
9) = 20.39, p < .001; Dudley: F(l, 9) = 1.49, p < .001], but not
for Rutherford [Rutherford: F(l, 9) = 1.81, p > .2]. The Transi-
tion X Training interaction was significant for Franklin and Dud-
ley [Franklin: F(2, 18) = 14.33, p < .001; Dudley: F(2,
18) = 7.75, p < .01] but not for Rutherford [F(2, 27) = .73, p >
.5J. The interaction between those factors reflects a sharp increase
in correct transitions during training on the first list.

The functions depicting the values of p(RA) in the right-hand
panel of Figure 6 are of interest for two reasons. Of minor interest
is that each subject guessed the identity of A on the first trial. The
probability of that confluence of lucky guesses is 1/27. These
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lucky guesses cannot be explained by the salience of Item A. The

items used to compose the last list on which three items were

presented from the start of training differed for each subject. Of

greater interest is that, having guessed the identity of A, each

subject understood the consequence of his lucky guess. Rutherford

and Dudley made no errors at the first position of the sequence

during the first 30 trials. Franklin made only one. On earlier lists

on which subjects began training with three items, subjects perse-

verated in making errors at the first position, even after their first

correct response to A. Retaining the consequences of a correct

response to A on a three-item list is a small, but important step, in

the development of serial expertise and a step that appeared for the

first time after training on more than a dozen other lists.

Acquisition of Novel Lists by Trial and Error

During the final phase of the experiment, each subject was

trained on four-item lists on which all of the items were present

from the start of training. To master these lists, subjects had to

determine the ordinal position of all of the items by trial and error.

Each subject satisfied the accuracy criterion on the lists trained in

this manner (Franklin and Rutherford, six lists; Dudley, two lists).

The relevant data are shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 2.

A three-item list can be represented as two distinct end items

and a single interior item. The first item is distinct because it is the

item most closely associated with trial onset; the last item is

distinct because it is most closely associated with reinforcement.

On three-item lists, the middle item can therefore be identified by

default. On four-item lists, the two interior items have to be

differentiated from both the start item, the last item, and from each

other. The difficulty of that task was immediately evident on lists

on which training began with four items. Dudley made more errors

in satisfying accuracy criterion on List 15 {his first four-item list

on which all items were present from the start of training), than on

any of his previous lists (cf. Figure 2). Two subjects (Rutherford

and Dudley) failed to complete any trials correctly during their

first session. Indeed, both subjects failed to exceed a zero level of

accuracy during two of their next three sessions. Remarkably, both

subjects continued to respond during each session. It is doubtful

that a naive subject would show such resistance to extinction.

As on new three-item lists, there was no bias toward any item on

lists on which four items were presented from the start of training.

By contrast, the relative frequency of a correct response to A was

high at the start of A — » B ^> C —* D training on lists trained with

one or more phases of the incremental method. The relevant data

are shown in Table 3. Each entry is the probability of choosing A,

B, C, and D as the first item during the first 30 trials of A —> B —>

C —> D training. Lists trained by the incremental method include

Lists 7 and 8 (the last two lists trained with all phases of the

incremental method) and all lists on which training began with

two- or three-items. On these lists, the probability of selecting A

was .91. The entries in the bottom row of Table 3 are from the

first 30 trials of lists on which four items were present from the

start of training. The probability of selecting A, B, C, or D was

close to .25, the value expected if the items were selected by

chance.

Table 3

Probability of Selecting A, B, C, and D During First 30 Trials

on Four-Item Lists Trained With and Without the

Incremental Method

Incremental
method

With

Without

Item

A

.91

.32

B

.06

.23

C

.02

.18

D

.01

.27

Fnnvard Errors

Each subject made more forward errors during the first two

sessions of training on lists on which four items were displayed

from the start of training than during the first two sessions of A —?

B —> C —> D training on any of the previous lists. The relevant data

are shown in Figure 7. At Position 1, forward errors were defined

as responses to B, C, or D; at Position 2, they were defined as

responses to A —» C or A —» D sequences; and at Position 3, they

were defined as responses to A —* B —* D sequences. A two-way

repeated measure ANOVA (Training X Position) of the probabil-

ity of a forward error during the first two sessions of A —* B -^

C —> D training on lists trained with and without the incremental

method yielded a significant effect of training, F(l, 2) = 34.625,

I> < .05, but not of position, F(\, 2) = 1.73, p > .36.

As noted previously, subjects responded to the last item at a high

level of accuracy on lists on which three items were displayed

from the start of training (cf. Figure 6). This tendency was also

evident in Franklin's and Rutherford's performance on lists on

which training began with four items, but not for Dudley. On

List 15, the first list on which Dudley was trained with four items

present from the start of training, Dudley made frequent backward

errors. These added considerable variability to the transitional

probability functions. When the frequency of backward errors is

low, transitional probability functions provide a valid index of a

subject's knowledge of the ordinal position of each item. For

example, if the probability of the backward error A -^ B -^ A is

low, a high value of p(A) and a low value of p(B A) would

indicate that the subject had not differentiated Items C and D. If the

probability of the backward error A —> B —> A is high, then the

trial ends without the subject having an opportunity to choose

between Items C and D.

Because of the high frequency with which Dudley made back-

ward errors on List 15, and because he was only trained on two

lists on which four items were presented from the start of training,

our analysis of transitional probabilities will focus on each sub-

ject's second list on which four items were introduced at the start

of training. These are shown in Figure 8. For Rutherford and

Franklin, transitional probabilities are shown for the first 12 blocks

of training (20 trials per block); however for Dudley, transitional

probabilities are shown for the first 25 blocks. As can be seen in

the upper two panels, the values of p(RD R > Rc) for

Rutherford and Franklin were the highest of the four transitional

probability functions. By contrast, the values of p(RD | RA —*

RB —> Rc) for Dudley vacillated between zero and 1.0 through the
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first 12 blocks.3 A value of zero for p(RD | RA —» RB —> Rr) means
that a backward error occurred on all trials on which a correct
response occurred to Ilems A, B, and C. One-way repeated mea-
sure ANOVAs of the conditional probabilities for the first 12
blocks of training were significant for each subject [Rutherford:
F(\\, 3) = 15.74, p < .001; Franklin: F(ll, 3) = 2.86, p < .05;
Dudley: F(11, 3) = 3.09, p < .05].

Discussion

The results of this experiment provide clear evidence that mon-
keys can develop expertise at using a trial-and-error strategy to
learn arbitrary lists. Such expertise is not surprising when consid-
ered in the perspective of human cognition. A sizeable literature
exists on the development of expertise for particular skills in
humans, for example, solving logical and mathematical problems
(Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1983), playing chess (Simon & Chase,
1973), telegraphy (Bryan & Harter, 1897), and motor learning
(Fitts, 1964). By contrast, the literature on animal expertise is
virtually nil.

The paucity of research on animal expertise is particularly
puzzling in light of recent research on the ability of animals to
leam various cognitive tasks, for example, matching to sample
(Wright, Santiago, & Sands, 1984), concept formation (Herrnstein,
Loveland, & Cable, 1976; Wasserman & Bhatt, 1992), timing
(Gibbon & Church, 1990), and serial learning (Sands & Wright,
1980; Terrace, 1987, 1999). In fact, the neglect of animal expertise
antedates the recent revival of interest in animal cognition. Harlow
(1949) identified two major impediments to the study of animal
expertise. One was the practice of using naive subjects. The other
was the practice of terminating an experiment once a subject
reached an asymptotic level of performance. Harlow also noted a
basic contradiction between the practice of using naive subjects to
satisfy a single performance criterion and claims that the principles
of animal behavior could be used to explain human behavior: "The
behavior of the human being is not to be understood in terms of the
results of single learning situations but rather in terms of changes
which are affected through multiple, though comparable, learning
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Figure 7. The probability of a forward error during Phase 4 on lists on
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Figure ft. The probability of a correct response on complete trials at each
transition of the second four-item list on which training began with four
items. Block size is 20 completed trials.

problems" (Harlow, 1949, p. 51). The development of serial ex-
pertise in the present experiment shows that the same is true in the
case of monkeys trained to learn arbitrary lists.

The Development of Serial Skills in Monkeys

It is not possible to specify which aspects of our subjects'
list-learning experience were crucial to their ability to master a
novel list on which all items were present from the start of training.
We do not know, for example, whether it was necessary' to train
our subjects to master as many as eight novel four-item lists before
eliminating the incremental method or whether the incremental
method could have been eliminated in a single step (rather than in
three steps, cf. Figure 2). To answer that type of question it would
be necessary lo perform control experiments that would system-
atically vary the training histories of different groups of subjects.
It should, however, be noted that the interpretation of performance
of human subjects on serial tasks poses the same problem.

With human subjects, it is especially difficult to separate the
influence of prior training from that of the independent variables.
The literature on human serial learning is based almost entirely on
experiments performed on educated adults in which the typical
subject has mastered countless pre-experimental lists by virtue of
learning a language and acquiring a formal education (see Crow-
der, 1976, and Murdock, 1974, for reviews). Indeed, experiments
on human serial learning take for granted the very serial skills that
are needed to learn novel lists. The few experiments on serial
learning that have been conducted with children also take such
skills for granted (Flavell, 1970). At issue in those experiments is

3 One factor that contributed to the high degree of variability of Dudley' s
conditional probability functions was his tendency not to complete trials.
Many trials on which Dudley responded correctly to A, B, and C were
terminated by the time limit of each trial {20 s). Because the functions
shown in Figure 9 are based only on completed trials, they underestimate
Dudley's knowledge of the ordinal position of the first three items.
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when verbal rehearsal strategies develop, as opposed to the more

basic skills of learning to produce a set of arbitrary items in a

particular sequence.4

Because it is impractical to conduct experiments on the neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for the mastery of various kinds of

serial skills, we opted to address the more tractable problem of

identifying specific skills that contribute to the development of a

monkey's serial expertise during the mastery of arbitrary lists. The

results of this and previous experiments on serial learning by

monkeys suggest three candidate skills: learning to eliminate back-

ward errors, learning the start and end items, and encoding lists

items with respect to their ordinal position.

Elimination of Backward Errors

One way to characterize the development of serial skills is to

describe the systematic elimination of particular types of error. A

monkey who starts training on a new four-item list with the

knowledge that lists should be executed in a forward manner will

avoid making any of the three possible types of backward errors

(A -> B -> A, A -» B —> C -> A, and A -> B -> C -» B). By not

making backwards errors, the probability of executing the list

correctly by chance is increased by more than one order of mag-

nitude (from .25 X .33 X .33 X .33 = .009 to .25 X .33 X

.25 X 1.0 = .04).

Swartz et al. (1991) observed a reduction in the number of

backward errors as monkeys learned 8 four-item arbitrary lists,

particularly during the first few lists on which they were trained.

Backward errors rarely occurred in the present experiment, with

the exception of the first four-item list on which Dudley was

trained with all of the items present at the start of training (his 15th

four-item list). Dudley made substantially more backward errors

on that list than on any previous list. It would appear that the

challenge of determining the ordinal position of four new items

resulted in a regression to habits that were eliminated on lists

trained by the incremental method.

Unlike backward errors, which are avoidable, some forward

errors are necessary to determine the ordinal position of items on

a new list, for example, starting a trial with a response to B, C, or

D to identify the first item of a new list, skipping from A to C

and/or A to D to identify B, and making an A —» B —> D error to

identity C. As monkeys learn new lists, they should become more

proficient at remembering the consequences of each type of for-

ward error and at using that knowledge to avoid repeating partic-

ular forward errors. Although no evidence of that type of expertise

was observed in the present experiment, a trend in that direction

was observed in a recent experiment on the acquisition of seven-

item lists by rhesus macaques (Terrace, Son, & Brannon, 2000).

In What Order Do Subjects Learn List Items ?

Subjects have to learn that A is the first item before they can

learn the identity of any of the other items. Having learned A, the

question arises, do subjects learn that D is the last item and then

differentiate B and C, or do they first differentiate B and C and

then respond to D by default? Both hypotheses are plausible. Prior

to learning four-item lists on which all items were present from the

start of training, the subjects of the present experiment learned

more than a dozen lists on which D was added incrementally, that

is, only after subjects learned to respond in the correct order to

Items A, B, and C. That history could have biased subjects to

respond to D by default. At the same time, D is a highly discrim-

inable stimulus because a correct response to D produces rein-

forcement. Subjects could therefore learn to save D for last after

executing a few correct sequences. Either strategy simplifies the

problem of responding to A, B, C, and D on a new list in the

correct order. Once subjects have learned not to make a backward

error, the correct identification of D or B increases the probability

of a correct response from 0.18 to 0.5.

The transitional probabilities shown in Figure 8 are consistent

with both hypotheses. The transitions from A to B and from B to

C gave rise to the largest number of errors. To argue that subjects

learned D before they learned B or C, the probability of A —» D

errors would have to be substantially lower than the probability of

A —* C errors. Analyses of error distributions failed to reveal a

significant difference in the probabilities of those errors. Accord-

ingly, the results of the present study cannot adjudicate between

the two explanations of how subjects leam four-item lists. The

hypothesis that subjects learn to respond to the last item before

differentiating the middle items could be tested by training mon-

keys to learn longer lists on which all items were present from the

start of training. For example, there are 10 types of forward error

a subject can make after responding to A on a six-item list (A —>

C, A -> D, A -» E, A -» F, A -> B -> D, A -» B -H> E, A ->

B -> F, A -> B -> C ̂  E, A - ^ B ^ C - ^ F , and A ̂  B -^ C

—* D —> F). To the extent that subjects learn to avoid making errors

that include responses to the last item after responding correctly to

early list items (e.g., A -> F, A -> B -» F, and A -» B -» C -» F),

it could be argued that subjects have learned that F is the last item

and that correct responses to F do not occur by default.

Representation of Ordinal Position on Simultaneous

Chains

The literature on human serial learning provides evidence that

subjects form two types of representation while memorizing a list:

item-item and item-position associations (Crowder, 1976; Eben-

holtz, 1963, 1972; Young, Patterson, & Benson, 1963). Evidence

of item-item and item-position associations after training on rel-

atively few lists has also been reported in a variety of experiments

on serial learning by monkeys. Evidence for item—item associa-

tions has been obtained from two-item subset tests that were

administered after subjects mastered a four-item list (D'Amato &

Colombo, 1988; Ohshiba, 1997; Swartz et al., 1991). Evidence for

item-position associations has been obtained from experiments on

derived lists (Chen et al., 1997) on lists composed of two-item

discrimination problems (Buffalo, Caftan, & Murray, 1994) and

lists on the ability of monkeys to fill gaps on a list with a

"wild-card" (D'Amato & Colombo, 1989). Both types of associ-

ations contribute to the development of serial expertise.

Item-Item Associations

A subset test presents all possible pairs of items from an n-item

list. There are, for example, 10 possible subsets that can be derived

4 An interesting exception is a recent experiment, showing that infants as
young as 6 months have robust serial memories (Gulya, Rovee-Collier,
Gitlluccio, & Wilk, 1998).
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from a five-item list: AB, AC, AD, AE. BC, BD, BE, CD, CE, and

DE. Monkeys respond to all such subsets at a uniformly high level

of accuracy (D'Amato & Colombo, 1988). Of equal significance,

the latencies of their responses to the first and second items of a

given subset pair varies systematically with the location of those

items on the original list.

An internal associative chain ( a^»b^ -c—»d^>e) can account

for both aspects of a monkey's performance nn a subset test. The

monkey starts at the beginning of a linear representation of the list

and moves through it until he locates the first item of the pair that

is displayed on a particular trial. Having responded to the first

item, he begins a similar search for the second item. Assuming a

constant increment in search time for each item, the monkey's

latency of responding to the first item of each subset should

increase linearly as a function of the item's ordinal position on the

original list. Similarly, latency of responding to the second item

should increase linearly as a function of the number of items from

the original list that intervene between the first and the second

items of the subset pair. Precisely, such functions were obtained

from cebus monkeys, who were trained to produce a five-item list

(D'Amato & Colombo, 1988; McGonigle & Chalmers, 1996) and

from rhesus monkeys, who were trained to produce four-item lists

(Swartz et al., 1991). The subjects of the latter experiment were

Franklin and Rutherford, who also served in this experimenl.

Item-Position Associations

Evidence that monkeys learn item-position associations was

obtained in a replication of a classic experiment on human partic-

ipants concerning their knowledge of the ordinal position of list

(Ebenholtz, 1963). In this instance, Franklin and Rutherford also

served as subjects items (Chen et al., 1997).5 Both subjects were

trained to produce four derived lists that were composed of items

from the first four lists on which they were trained (Al —> Bl —>

Cl -> Dl, A2 -> B2 -> C2 -> D2, A3 -> B3 -> C3 -» D3, and

A4 —> B4 —* C4 —* D4). Derived lists contained one, and only one,

item from each position of Lists 1-4. The ordinal position of each

item was maintained on two of the derived lists (A2 —* B4 —*

Cl -» D3 and A3 -» Bl -^ C4 -» D2). On the other two derived

lists, the original ordinal position of each item was changed (B3 —>

Al -> D4 -> C2 and Dl -> C2 -^ B3 -> A4). All derived lists

were trained with all items present from the start of training.

Each of the derived lists should be equally difficult if a mon-

key's knowledge of the four original lists was limited to item-item

associations. If, however, a monkey acquired knowledge of the

ordinal position of the items of the original lists, the two derived

lists on which the ordinal position of each item was maintained

should be acquired more rapidly than the two lists on which the

ordinal position of each item was changed. Both subjects rapidly

acquired Ihe two derived lists on which the original ordinal posi-

tion of each item was maintained. By contrast, they had difficulty

learning the lists on which the ordinal position of each item was

changed. These results show that monkeys acquire knowledge of

an item's ordinal position while learning to execute a list.

Evidence that monkeys encode the firsl item of a list more

readily than other items was provided by an experiment on lists
composed of four two-choice discriminations (Buffalo et al.,

1994). In that study, the list position of a particular pair determined

whether a stimulus was positive or negative. For example. A was

rewarded when it was a member of the first pair of stimuli but not

if it was a member of any other pair. Similarly, B was rewarded if

it was a member of the second pair but not if it was presented at

any other position. Subjects showed a marked primacy effect,

indicating that they encoded A as a member of the first pair more

strongly than they did items of other pairs.

Another study that provided evidence that monkeys acquire

knowledge of the ordinal position of particular lists items tested

subjects on a "wild card" test after they were trained to produce a

simultaneous chain (D'Amato & Colombo, 1989). On the wild

card test, one of the original list items was omitted on approxi-

mately half the trials. A novel stimulus, referred to as a wild card

(W), was made available as a substitute. Which of the original list

items was omitted on a particular trial was varied randomly. In
effect, the wild-card procedure created as many new lists as there

were items on the original list. For example, following training on

the five-item list A — * B — > C — * D — > E , each of the following lists

were presented on wild-card trials: W — > B C — > D —» E, A — >

W - * C ^ D ^ E , A ^ B ^ W ^ D ^ E , A ^ B ^ C ^

W -» E, and A -> B -H> C -> D -» W.

The overall level of accuracy on wild-card trials exceeded thai

predicted by chance by a considerable margin on three-, four-, and

five-item lists. Of greater importance was the uniformly high level

of responding on each type of wild-card trial. The high level of

accuracy on wild-card trials and the fact that there was no rela-

tionship between accuracy and wild-card trial type suggest that

monkeys relied on their knowledge of the ordinal position of a

missing item when responding to a wild card.

Implications for Future Research

This experiment showed that rhesus macaques can use a trial-

and-error strategy to determine the ordinal position of items on

four-item lists after training on fewer than two dozen lists. That

ability could not be predicted from previous experiments on serial

learning in which monkeys were trained by an incremental method

that did not require a trial and error strategy. By contrast, the

performance of Franklin, Rutherford and Dudley in the present

experiment suggests that, with more list-learning experience, mon-

keys could master longer lists and determine the ordinal position of

items on new lists with fewer errors. Their performance also

suggests that it is only a matter of time before monkeys will be

used in experiments that address the formidable array of questions

about the nature of serially organized behavior that, for more than

century, could only be addressed in human participants.

5 The derived list experimenl was conducted after Franklin and Ruther-

ford mastered the first two lists on which all items were presented from the

start of training.
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